
female had threatened individuals at the address with a knife. The Native 

American female was reported to be in apartment #202. 

• Sgt. Karl Olson of Squad 306 also responded to the call and entered apartment 

#202 with Officer Lehner and Officer Friestleben. 

• Once inside of apartment #202, Officer Lehner and Officer Friestleben observed a 

Native American female in a bedroom, seated on the floor, holding a knife and a 

cell phone. 

• Through Officer Lehner's own account of the events, he directed this individual, 

AP/Sandcrane to drop the knife two to three times. AP/Sandcrane complied by 

setting the knife down on her right side, within one foot of her body. 

• Officer Lehner commanded AP/Sandcrane to get off the phone and to move away 

from the knife as she had put the phone up to her ear. AP/Sandcrane told Officer 

Lehner to "fuck off'. 

• As Officer Lehner was giving verbal commands to AP/Sandcrane, she reportedly 

responded with comments of "fuck you", "this is my apartment, get the hell out", 

and "fuck you, this is my house". 

• Officer Lehner stated that he gave verbal commands to AP/Sandcrane to either 

drop the knife or get off the phone for less than a minute. Officer Lehner stated 

that he immediately went to what he believed would work best, which was a kick 

to AP/Sandcrane's face. 

• With his handgun out, Officer Lehner utilized a kick to AP/Sandcrane's face 

because he felt that the kick would cause AP/Sandcrane to tear up, disorient her, 

and cause minimal pain. 
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• After the kick to the face, Officer Lehner holstered his gun, grabbed 

AP/Sandcrane by the hair, pulled her forward and handcuffed her. 

• Officer Lehner described AP/Sandcrane as displaying Active Resistance during 

the incident. 

• AP/Sandcrane had a bloody nose and was attended to by EMS at the scene. 

• By Officer Lehner's own account, he considered his contact with AP/Sandcrane 

to be a deadly force situation. 

• There is no video or audible account of the events depicting AP/Sandcrane's 

arrest. 

INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY 

The panel reviewing this case will have to consider a number of factors in determining 

whether the use of force by Officer Blayne Lehner was reasonable under the 

circumstances. The first determination to be considered is whether AP/Sandcrane's 

behavior not only posed an immediate threat to Officer Lehner (or other individuals at the 

scene), but whether it posed a deadly force situation. A secondary determination to be 

considered is whether Officer Lehner conducted a balanced scene assessment and used 

training and resources available to him during what he characterized as a deadly force 

situation. 

Officer Lehner and Officer Friestleben responded to AP/Sandcrane's apartment because 

she had threatened two tenants in another apartment with a knife. AP/Sandcrane was 

sitting on the bedroom floor in her apartment and was in possession of a knife upon 
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officer arrival. Officer Lehner directed commands at AP/Sandcrane to put the knife 

down approximately two to three times from the time he entered the apartment to the 

threshold of a hallway. AP/Sandcrane did set the knife down next to her right leg. 

When asked if AP/Sandcrane posed an immediate threat to him, Officer Lehner stated 

"Immediate threat, no- cause when that door is open I had plenty of distance; however, 

Melanie was in between us. When I had to step past Melanie not knowing who would be 

in these closed doors or in that bedroom, it's not necessarily an immediate threat to me 

but not only to a possible person being in these rooms or herself, I don't know what she's 

— drunk, high, suicidal, what her deal is (sic)". Officer Lehner's statement, page 7, line 

41). 

(Melanie was reported to be in the living room area of the apartment. Based on Officer 

Lehner's statement, it was approximated that the distance between AP/Sandcrane and 

Melanie was 29-34 feet). At no other time during the officer's encounter with 

AP/Sandcrane was she in possession of the knife. The only object in AP/Sandcrane's 

physical possession was a cell phone, which she held up as if she was in contact with 

another individual. 

In describing AP/Sandcrane's behavior, both Officer Friestleben and Officer Lehner 

characterized her as "rude" and "belligerent". Officer Lehner described telling 

AP/Sandcrane to put the knife down two separate times. Although her verbal response 

was to tell him "fuck you", she did put the knife down. Officer Lehner described telling 

AP/Sandrane to get away from the knife, and she responded with "fuck you, this is my 
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apartment, get the hell out". AP/Sandcrane did not follow verbal commands to move 

away from the knife or to exit the bedroom. Officer Lehner stated that he gave verbal 

commands to AP/Sandcrane for less than one minute before moving in with the reported 

use of force. Sgt. Karl Olson, who was also on the scene with Officer Lehner and Officer 

Friestleben, stated that AP/Sandcrane was "sort of zoned out, obviously more than likely 

drunk is what it appeared to be", but that she could follow directions if needed. The 

CAPRS report listed AP/Sandcrane as 5'6", medium build, and "drugged" in the 

appearance descriptor. 

At the time Officer Lehner moved in to kick AP/Sandcrane, the knife was laying on the 

floor alongside her right leg. Officer Lehner characterized AP/Sandcrane's behavior 

during this encounter as "Active Resistance". According to Minneapolis Police 

Department Defense and Control Response Training Guide, Active Resistance is defined 

as: 

Active Resistance:  A response to police efforts to bring a person into custody or 

control for detainment or arrest. A subject engages in active resistance when engaging 

in physical actions (or verbal behavior reflecting an intention) to make it more difficult 

for officers to achieve actual physical control. (10/01/10) (04/16/12) 

Neither Officer Friestleben nor Officer Lehner heard AP/Sandcrane threaten them or 

verbalize intent to harm them. (Officer Lehner statement, page 8, line 8) (Officer 

Friestleben statement, page 6, line 16) 
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Officer Lehner described giving verbal commands to AP/Sandcrane for a minute or less 

before moving in to kick her. When asked about AP/Sandcrane attempting to reach for 

the knife once it had been put down, Officer Lehner stated "I never gave her that chance, 

from being in that hallway to closing in on her to that kick was maybe a second and a 

half. When I decided that I was gonna go do it, it was gonna happen and it was done, so 

she was never given that opportunity". 

Officer Lehner reported that he maintained having his gun out in his hand while kicking 

AP/Sandcrane because he did not feel he could defend himself property if he put his 

handgun away. Officer Lehner committed himself to kicking AP/Sandcrane in the face, 

which is not taught by instructors with the Minneapolis Police Department Training Unit. 

According to an "Impact Weapon Striking Chart" provided by the Minneapolis Police 

Department Training Unit, a strike to the "red zone" includes the head, neck, spine, 

kidney and solar plexus. Injury tends to range from serious to long lasting rather than 

temporary, and may include unconsciousness, serious bodily injury, shock or death. 

Officer Lehner described the kick as a "distraction technique". According to the Use of 

Force Criteria distributed by the Minneapolis Police Department Training Control and 

Response Training Guide, a Distraction Technique is a "low energy strike directed to a 

large muscle mass designed to weaken the subject's motor skills and divert attention 

allowing time for a follow-up technique." Officer Lehner has attended In-Service 

Defensive Tactics training in the past year and has not been "physically" trained by the 
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Minneapolis Police Department to use a kicking strike to the head or face. Officer 

Lehner stated that in training "when they talk about force, whether its use offorce, soft 

empty hand, hard empty hand, impact weapons, chemical irritants, tasers, all the way up 

to deadly force. When it gets to a deadly force situation, which this was, you can- we've 

been told you can use what means are necessarily, what you believe were necessary to 

deescalate the situation, including deadly force and in this case this was a deadly force 

situation. Deadly force was not used. I used a technique that was way below a deadly 

force and it worked". (Officer Lehner statement, beginning on page 10, line 45) 

As far as other use of force options, Officer Lehner stated that he does not have a taser 

and the use of a chemical irritant causes him to cough and he cannot breathe very well. 

Sgt. Olson, who was in the apartment with Officer Lehner, did have a taser. Officer 

Lehner stated that he did not use a palm heal strike or a brachial stun because he was 

not going to holster his weapon not knowing where his cover officer was located. Officer 

Lehner did not consider kicking AP/Sandcrane in her legs because she was sitting down, 

and did not consider kicking AP/Sandcrane in the chest because she could grab him. 

Officer Lehner also stated that he didn't know "where Tammy or Sgt. Olson are, I'm not 

sure about whether I have an officer who can cover me or not so I do not holster my 

handgun and again the reason behind that is the knife is sitting right next to her, she 

could easily grab it, she could throw it at me, she could stand up, she could use it against 

me." In addition to the force options listed above, officers on the scene did not request 

additional officers to assist in the call. 
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Based on the totality of the events as provided by CAPRS reports and officer statements, 

the panel will need to consider whether Officer Lehner's kick to AP/Sandcrane's head, in 

which he deemed to be a deadly force situation, was reasonable. By all accounts, the 

events in AP/Sandcrane's apartment happened in a very short period of time with many 

aspects to consider regarding Officer Lehner's response and reasonableness of his 

actions. 

I confirm that the information I provided in this case is true to the best of my knowledge. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Sgt. Kara Peterson 

Internal Affairs Unit 
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